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In the framework of the newly funded FP7 Marie Curie Program “MICROSMETICS”, an innovative scientific and technological platform has been built

aiming to the discovery of novel cosmeceuticals originating from global biodiversity using emerging and state of the art technologies in the field of

biotechnology, natural products chemistry and applied microbiology. More specifically, MICROSMETICS scientific concept involves the discovery of novel

natural products originating from global microbial biodiversity. Already existing culture collections will be exploited incorporating modern high

throughput platforms (in silico & in vitro) for the rational and targeted selection of the most promising strains. Advanced analytical approaches and

techniques are applied for the efficient, accelerated and advantageous isolation and identification of natural constituents, as well as the quality

assessment of the lead products. A broad spectrum of bioassays and novel analytical approaches are incorporated for the evaluation of anti-ageing, more

specifically anti-oxidant, skin-protecting, and skin-whitening activity, of all derived products. Attention is given to the selection and optimisation of

fermentation technologies used for the production of final products in order to ensure sustainability. Within this frame, core scientific knowledge and lead

compounds for further development are expected to be produced creating valuable synergies.
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In Silico screening of 40,000 molecules 
(ANTIBASE)

TARGETS
skin-protecting 
inhibition of elastase/ hyaluronidase/
collagenase activity
skin-whitening 
inhibition of tyrosinase activity

CULTIVATION

Selection of 100 hit extracts

Bioevaluation
In vitro

Antioxidant 
Skin-protecting 
Skin-whitening

Cytotoxicity 

High-through-put production of 
1000 initial extracts

Creation of Extracts Library in 
96-well plates/ 2D-barcoded 

Selection of 100 microorganisms out of 
~110,000 existing microbial collection 

Production of high-priority molecules

Selection of 10 nutritional arrays 
(carbon, nitrogen sources, phosphate 

levels, micronutrient
supplements, buffers and resins

Chemical Profiling 
LC-HRMS

Metabolomics for selection of 
10 most promising extracts

Bioevaluation
* In vitro
i) Antioxidant (DPPH, ABTS, ORAC, kinetic reactivity against radicals, potency to scavenge radicals)
ii) Skin-protecting (inhibition of enzymes involved in the degradation of elastin, collagen and hyaluronic acid/ High-
through-put spectrophometrical assays)
iii) Skin-whitening (tyrosinase spectrophotometrical assay)
iv) Cytotoxicity (High-through-put assay)

** Human cell-based bioevaluation
i) Skin-whitening (bleaching) activity (tyrosinase assay): on mouse melanocytes (B16F10 cell line).
ii) Proteasome activities by adding specific fluorogenic peptides (substrates) in cell lysates of human skin fibroblasts
exposed to sample.
iii) Autophagy lysosome pathway activity on human skin fibroblasts treated with a given sample will be analyzed for
cathepsin activity.

Scale-up production of extracts

Liquid/Solid phase Biofermentors

Extracts Dereplication

HPLC- PDA, ELSD, and MS

Targeted Isolation

MPLC, LC-DAD, ART, CPC, SFE

Structure Elucidation

UV-Vis, IR, HRMSn, 1D & 2D NMR 

Production of 
pure 

compounds 
with potential 

Bioactivity

Bioevaluation
In vitro *
Cell-based anti-ageing assays **
Physicochemical Characteristics 
Skin permeability (PAMP Assay)

Selection of the 3 final compounds

Pilot Scale Extracts Production
Solid or Liquid phase biofermentors

Pilot Scale Isolation
Production Optimization/ART, 
CPC etc

Feasibility Study

Cosmetics Safety Report

Physicochemical Characteristics & 
Skin permeability


